
Year Three: ‘My Learning Newsletter’   18.5.20

A message from your teachers... Other curriculum focus - RE Ascension and Pentecost (see slide 8)

Hello boys and girls, You have worked really hard this half term 
so the good news is that we are not going to  give you any work next 
week!  We think that you all deserve a rest. 

On slides 9 and 10 you can read the poem that we 
have written about you as our Year 3 contribution to 
the school ‘Living History Project’.
                                                                         

This week is a very special time in the church’s year because we 
celebrate the Feast of the Ascension on 21 May. Next week is also 
special because we celebrate Pentecost on 31 May.

English

This week your English tasks are
● Instructions to make a cup of tea
● Poetry using metaphors
● Homophones

Maths

This week in maths your focus is unit and non unit fractions 
including making a whole. There is also some revision of lines.

Remember to Keep Active! See our Useful Links Page for more details

Each week - Choose 10 spellings to practise. Ask an adult to 
test you - add your score to your diary .
Continue using Times Table Rockstars to improve your speed, 
we will continue to check your progress. At the top of the 
leaderboard this week we still have Amelia Kane and 
Marco Miller with scores over 30,000 and well done to 
George who is catching them up.



Maths Challenge One - Unit and non-unit fractions
Arithmetic
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-3/
Click on the link above and then select

● Week 1
● Lesson 2: Making the whole

 

  

Problem solving and reasoning

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-3/


Maths Challenge Two - Unit and non-unit fractions

Arithmetic Problem solving and reasoning



Maths Challenge Three - Horizontal and vertical lines

Horizontal or vertical?

Look at the lines below and identify which lines are 
horizontal and which lines are vertical. Record the 
answers (Be careful – some lines are neither).

Problem solving and reasoning
Which of these images has a vertical line of symmetry? 
Which of these images has a horizontal line of symmetry?
Remember that some might have both.

Maths in and around your home...
Look around your house for vertical and horizontal lines, 
how many can you find.?
Can you find anything with vertical or horizontal lines of 
symmetry?    



Literacy Activity One  

Instruction writing

You must remember to include the following - 
● Title
● Subheadings - Equipment, Method
● A clear list of equipment needed, e.g. 

kettle (under the ‘Equipment’ 
subheading)

● Numbered steps for each action (under 
the ‘Method’ subheading)

● Bossy (imperative) verbs, telling the 
reader what to do, e.g. put, take

● Include adverbs for how things should 
be done, e.g. carefully

● Diagram with labels

 

 

Imagine that you meet a friendly alien and you invite him home 
with you for a cup of tea.  The alien enjoys the cup of tea so 
much that they would like to make some for their family who are 
back home on their planet. There is a slight problem though - the 
alien doesn’t know how to make a cup of tea and they have a 
poor memory so they can’t remember the steps involved.  There 
is a simple solution! You must write the instructions down for 
them so that they can take this away with them and introduce 
their family to the delights of a nice cup of tea. 



Literacy Activity Two 
It isn’t really raining cats and dogs. If somebody says it’s raining 
cats and dogs, they mean it is raining heavily. This is a metaphor.

·         If I say: ‘You eat like a pig’ that is a simile.
·         If I say: ‘You are a pig’ that is a metaphor.

It gives us a more powerful image than just saying ‘you are a 
messy eater’

You have probably heard these metaphors being used

·         I’ve got butterflies in my stomach.
·         My legs turned to jelly and I couldn’t move.

·    In the humorous poem by Steve Turner, he imagined that it really 
did rain cats and dogs. Take one of the other sayings literally and 
create a poem. Imagine if your legs really did turn to jelly! Or if 
you had little butterflies in your stomach! What then?

 It's raining cats and dogs by Steve Turner

It’s raining cats and dogs, the sky is going dark,

Instead of pitter-patter, it’s splatter, yowl and bark.

Bulldogs bounce on bonnets, alsatians hang in trees,

Poodles land on policemen, and bring them to their knees.

Tabby cats come squealing,  like rockets over head

Siamese look worried, at the pavement turning red.

It's raining cats and dogs, although it shouldn’t oughta.

Next time I pray for rain,  I’ll add I mean water.



Literacy Activity Three

Homophones

A homophone is a word that sounds the same as another 
word but has a different meaning and is spelt differently.

Write one sentence for each of the words opposite, checking 
you use the correct spelling and context (meaning).

Key Stage 2 (KS2) English is Easy - Homophones and 
Homonyms - How to Pass KS2 SATs

there/their/they’re

two/to/too

where/we’re/were

off/of

which/witch

bear/bare

here/hear

heel/heal/he’ll

allowed/aloud

I’ll/ isle/aisle

medal/meddle

missed/mist

passed/past

peace/piece

rain/rein/reign

weather/whether

knot/not

groan/grown

brake/break

meat/meet

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K8GausR_mUU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K8GausR_mUU


Resource Card: Other Curriculum Focus - RE (The Ascension and Pentecost)

Research the events of Ascension and Pentecost and retell  the stories in 
your own way e.g. write a story,  create a storyboard, poster, fact file. Print 
out or draw images to include in your work.



Year 3 in Lockdown by Karen Dow and Diane Cockburn,  

In 2020 we were in Year Three                                             

it was as strange as strange can be.

Our teachers, Mrs Cockburn and Mrs Dow

sat us down and told us how

school would close for quite a while.

So they gave us all a great big file

of work to do , and then we parted,

that was when home-schooling started.

No more Mrs Johnson, no more Mrs Wells,

No more assemblies, no more school bells.

So that was how our lockdown began.

This is our story, by Karen and Diane.

Jack McAlindon, Aidan Rooney and Scarlett Reid,  

watched Boris Johnson, our Prime Minister take the lead.

Benjamin Garner, Rubi Harrison and Lucy Vickers,

heard that the government recruited many fruit pickers.

Joel Campbell, Kyle Chapman and Amelia Brown,

took their daily walks around the town.

Evie Harkness, Molly Lundell and Jayden Hynes,

if they wandered too far they’d pick up fines.

Oliver Hutchinson, Caelan McGinniss and Anya Wood,

observed social distancing, 2 metres apart they stood.

Harry Barnett, Darcey Bolton and Mark Bell,

played with friends online, facetimed as well.

Sophia Appleby, Jessica Crowther and Savannah James,

with their families played lots of games.

Leo Cunningham, Violet Fuesdale and Oliver Dagg,

“Get that work done!” they heard their parents nag.



Molly Hawksfield, Finley Holliday and Ashlyn More,

online shopping delivered to the door.

Leo Howorth, Joseph Hutchinson and Jonah Woods,

couldn’t wait to receive their goods.

Maddie Thomas, Sophia Wilson and Joseph Varty,

no-one was allowed to have a party.

Lucie Power, Autumn-Rose Stoker and Evie MacKey,

the hairdressers were closed, their hairstyles were wacky.

Iyla Shotton, Joyce Tariku and Paige Smart,

missed family and friends with all their heart.

Patryk Taras, Rose Williamson and Ella Klar, 

yearned to make a journey but couldn’t go far.

Bobby Martin, Alexandru Romanu and Amelia Kane,

all holidays cancelled by car, train or plane.

James Milne, Imogen Overton and Isabel Lydon,

thanked key workers for the support they were providing. 

Miley Richardson, Amelia Rodgers and Lewis Parker,

all clapped on the doorstep as the night grew darker.

Kai Martin, Ethan Ditchburn and Marco Miller,

prayed to God to stop the virus, it was a killer.

Seth Charnley, Tino Chinorwadza and Grace Cram,

were worried that Year 6 couldn’t sit their SATs exam.

Charlie Archibald, George Gallagher and Charlotte Martin, 

had no idea when school would be starting.

So that was how we spent our time,

we were lucky that the sun did shine.

Our last day at school was 20th March,

our symbol of hope became a rainbow arch.

We are writing this poem on 1st May,

6 long weeks since our last school day.

We will meet again, someday, somehow,

but we must stay home, stay safe for now.




